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Industrial 
Warehouse

LOCATION 
150 E Ave 
Schulenburg, TX 78956

BUILDING TYPE 
Industrial Warehouse 

WHAT’S AVAILABLE 
3 bays and +/- 5 acres of fenced land

• $0.60 PDSF/month

• Years built 1991 - 2001

• Warehouse manufacturing +/- 400 SF with 3
phases

• Metal building with insulated roof & walls

• Bright halide lighting throughout

• Welding stations with welding tables available
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For more information, visit
newregionalplanning.com/150eave

• Approximately 6,000 SF (100’ x 60’)

• One 10-ton overhead bridge crane (16’
under bridge)

• Eave height: 22’

• Overhead door on each end

Industrial Warehouse
150 E AVE

Bay 1

• Approximately 9,000 SF (150’x60’)

• One overhead bridge crane with one
25-ton hoist & one 15-ton hoist

• One 25-ton overhead bridge crane

• Eave height: 32’ (25’ under cranes)

• Overhead door on each end

Bay 2

• Approximately 6,000 SF (100’ x 60’)

• Two 5-ton overhead bridge cranes

• Three 1-ton jib cranes

• Overhead door on each end

Bay 3
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Industrial Warehouse 
150 E AVE
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Record Notes
(X/100 FCDR, filed 7/21/1870) 100 acres; Manton to
John Zander;
(X/101 FCDR, filed 7/21/1870) 100 acres; Manton to
John Bruning;
(6/157 Schulenburg City Council Minutes, approved
3/4/1975) “The city agreed to build, construct and erect
College Street from Highway 77 to the newly acquired
property and also East Avenue”; applies to East Avenue
south of the subject tract (481/406-3); shows intent to
construct East Avenue and operate as a street;
(6/444 Fayette County District Court Civil Minutes,
dated 5/10/1935) Partition of Haas Estate; Tract 1A -
45.5 acres, Haas et al; Tract 2A - 55 acres, Max and
Julius Schwartz;
(43/383 FCDR, filed 11/24/1891) 102 acres; Joseph
Haas;
(231/510 FCDR, filed 5/9/1949) 100' by 400'; Rektorik
to Albin L. Lux et ux, Gladys B;
(369/691 FCDR, filed 7/1/1965) 20' by 400'; Rektorik to
Albin L. Lux et ux, Gladys B;
(406/117 FCDR, filed 12/19/1968) 100 acres less
numerous tracts; Czichos to Michael P. Czichos;
(455/891 FCDR, filed 1/26/1973) 37.377 acres; M.
Czichos to Baumgarten-Matula Co, Inc;
(481/406 FCDR, filed 5/29/1975) Tract 1 - 4.986 acres;
Tract 3 - 1.547 acres; City of Schulenburg;
(506/523 FCDR, filed 7/14/1977) 55 acres less [231/510]
and [369/691]; Rektorik to [children] Harry J. Rektorik
et al;
(680/677 FCDR, filed 1/31/1985) 41.849 acres; M.
Czichos to Robert A. Walker, Trustee;
(716/438 FCDR, filed 4/11/1986) 15.00 acres; Walker,
Trustee to Schulenburg Chamber of Commerce and
Agriculture;
(736/80 FCDR, filed 12/5/1986) 9.21 acres; Walker,
Trustee to Schulenburg Chamber of Commerce and
Agriculture;
(757/823 FCDR, filed 10/22/1987) 24.21 acres; Chamber
to City of Schulenburg;
(914/197 FCDR, filed 1/17/1995) 12.863 acres; Rektorik
et al to Leslie J. Greive;
(914/202 FCDR, filed 1/17/1995) 19.2353 acres;
Rektorik et al to Schulenburg Industrial Foundation, Inc;
(914/207 FCDR, filed 1/17/1995) 18.3087 acres;
Rektorik et al to Gladys Lux;
(922/615 FCDR, filed 5/10/1995) 5.2841 acres;
Schulenburg Industrial Foundation, Inc, to Gladys Lux;
(946/436 FCOPR, filed 3/22/1996) Tract 1 - 18.3087
acres; Tract 2 - 5.2841 acres; G. Lux et vir to Glen A.
Lux;
(948/360 FCOPR, filed 4/11/1996) Street dedication and
utility easement; the public and the City of Schulenburg;
(948/363 FCOPR, filed 4/11/1996) Street dedication and
utility easement; the public and the City of Schulenburg;
(1013/113 FCOPR, filed 12/23/1997) 13.322 acres;
Schulenburg Industrial Foundation, Inc. to Gas
Compression Realty, LLC;
(1021/540 FCOPR, filed 3/16/1998) 3.931 acres;
Rektorik et al to Leslie J. Greive;
(1371/193 FCOPR, filed 10/3/2006) Tract 1 - 3.931
acres; Tract 2 - 12.863 acres; L. Greive to Dolores
Greive;
(1480/733 FCOPR, filed 5/13/2009) 15.603 acres; Leon
John Langhamer;
(Unrecorded) Street dedication to the public;
(1672/135 FCOPR, filed 12/17/2013) 14.841 acres;
Langhamer Land Sales, LP;

Easement Notes
According to the commitment for title insurance issued
by Fidelity National Title Insurance Company (GF No.
FTH-18-FAH16008626TW, effective 11/1/2016 and
issued 11/16/2016), the subject tract is subject to the
following (from Schedule B, Item 10):
(144/1 FCDR, filed 5/6/1929) Oath and Report of Jury
of View; for U. S. Highway 77; is not located on the
subject tract;

(149/356 FCDR, filed 1/21/1930) Central Power and
Light Company; “easement or right-of-way for an
electric transmission line, consisting of variable numbers
of wires, and all necessary and desirable attachments and
appurtenances, including poles made of wood, metal or
other materials, telephone and telegraph wires, props,
guys and anchorages, at or near the location and along
the general course now located and staked out by said
[company], over, across and upon the [102 acre Haas
parent tract (43/383)]”; the approximate location and
general course of the said transmission line is described
and is noted hereon (along the south line of the subject
tract); includes the right of ingress and egress over
[Haas] adjacent lands; condition states “until said line
shall be abandoned and removed”; there is no visible
evidence of a transmission line along the course
described;
(289/198 FCDR, filed 5/22/1956) certain electric line
easements (including 149/356) were assigned by Lower
Colorado River Authority to City of Schulenburg;
Surveyor also notes the following street dedication and
utility easement:
(948/363 FCDR, filed 4/11/1996) dedication of street “to
the public to be used as a street” and conveyance of
utility easement to the City of Schulenburg over the
westerly thirty feet of the SIF, Inc. 19.2353 acre tract
(914/202);
Referenced easements, whether located on the subject
tract or not, may grant blanket rights (such as ingress and
egress, etc.) over the grantor's adjacent lands.
These tracts may be subject to oil, gas and mineral leases
which may stipulate blanket rights over grantor's lands,
such as the rights of ingress and egress, to build roads, to
lay pipelines, etc.  See those documents for details.
Surveyor did not perform a complete independent search
of the public records for potential easements.

Survey Notes
*Please note that some of the survey markers shown
hereon may be witness markers set or found near the
property corner rather than corner markers set or found
at the property corner.
The basis of bearing is grid north, Texas State Plane
Coordinate System of 1983, Central Zone and the
distances shown hereon are grid distances.  The
difference between the basis of bearing of this survey
and the record basis of bearing of the subject tract is
2°27'49” (see the note along the north line of the subject
tract).
Due to rounding errors, incremental distances (and areas)
may not add up to the aggregate distances (and areas).
The location of the fence may have been exaggerated in
some areas to more clearly depict its proximity to the
boundary line.
The address of the subject tract is 150 East Avenue,
Schulenburg, TX 78956.
According to the FEMA Flood Insurance Rate Map No.
48149C0575C, effective 10/17/2006, this tract appears to
lie in Flood Zone “X”, “Areas determined to be outside
the 0.2% annual chance floodplain” [500-year
floodplain].
H. N. Schwartz Street is not shown hereon but is situated
just south of the subject tract on City of Schulenburg
property.  According to the City, it is not a public street
but was given a street name for 911 addressing purposes.
The pavement provides access from East Avenue to the
City Sports Complex located southeast of the subject
tract.  It used to be gravel, but is now paved and also
includes parking spaces for the Sports Complex.  See
Boundary Notes - East Avenue, paragraph 13 for more
information.
The City-maintained drainage ditch and storm sewer
infrastructure is partially situated on the subject tract
along its south line.
Much of the outer limits of the gravel situated on the
subject tract is overgrown with vegetation and the full
extents of the gravel may not be fully shown.
The locations of the “current occupied deed lines” along
the north and south lines of the subject tract (Line B-C
and Line E-F) have been exaggerated hereon to more
clearly depict their relationship to the record boundary
lines.
The subject tract is currently zoned M-1, Light
Industrial.  Though the interpretation of zoning

ordinances may require a legal review which is beyond
the purview of a professional surveyor, the apparent
building setback lines are shown in accord with the said
ordinance.  We assume no liability for an incorrect
interpretation of the said ordinance.  Please consult the
ordinance directly to discover any building setback
requirements.
There may be an error on the City Zoning Map.  The
subject tract was clearly annexed by City Ordinance
(943/221 FCDR, 19.2353 acres less 5.2841 acres).
Surveyor was unable to find any ordinance annexing the
easterly and northerly adjoining Glen Lux tract
(946/436).  The Zoning Map also clearly includes the
subject tract and excludes the easterly portion of the Lux
tract, but it includes the portion of the Lux tract which is
sixty feet wide, is situated north of the subject tract (the
strip providing access for the Lux tract to East Avenue),
west of the east line of the subject tract.  The city limits
line is shown in accord with the ordinances we found
rather than the Zoning Map.  The entire subject tract is
clearly situated within the city limits.  The only question
is whether the 60' Lux strip is included within the city
limits.
Visible evidence of above-ground utilities were surveyed
and shown.  There were some water and gas marks on
the curb along East Avenue which we have also shown.
The northwest corner of subject tract is ±920 feet south
of the intersection of Heinrich Street and East Avenue.

Boundary Notes - South Line
1. This area of Schulenburg originally (1870) consisted

of several 100 acre tracts of land of roughly the same
size and shape.  The subject tract is a portion of the
Bruning tract (X/101) and is situated along the south
line of the same.  The Bruning tract includes the
northerly adjoiners of the subject tract and extends
from U. S. Highway 77 east to the “Far East Line”.
The Zander tract (X/100) is situated adjacent to and
south of the Bruning tract and also extends from the
said Highway to the “Far East Line”.

2. The record deed line described in the two original
deeds which create this line is a straight line running
from Point A to Point C.  Of the six original corners
described by the two deeds, four fall within U. S.
Highway 90 (to the south) and U. S. Highway 77 (to
the west).  The other two corners (Point C and a point
north of Point F) were recoverable, but no evidence of
the original corners was found.  Surveyor relied upon
found markers, current occupation and deed calls to
establish those corners.

3. Deeds subsequent to the original Bruning and Zander
deeds contained the same or substantially similar
descriptions.  The first time the line was apparently
resurveyed was in 1935 (6/444 FCDCCM) when the
Haas Estate (which acquired the Bruning tract) was
divided into two parcels.  The subject tract is a portion
of Tract 2A, the 55 acre tract awarded to Max and
Julius Schwartz.  The Schwartz tract is the southerly
portion of the Haas (Bruning) tract, is contiguous with
the Zander tract and also extends from Highway 77 to
the “Far East Line”.  The common line between the
Schwartz and Haas et al [Tract 1A, 45.5 acres] tracts
is the far north line of the subject tract.

4. The Haas tract was divided shortly after Highway 77
was widened (see 144/1 FCDR) and the description
for Tract 2A calls to begin “at a concrete marker
[Point A] that marks the intersection of the East
margin of Hi-way 72 [77] and the South line of said
102 acres tract [the Haas tract].  Said concrete marker
to mark the SW corner of this survey.  Thence East
1055 varas to the SE corner of said 102 acres tract
[Point C]”.  The concrete marker was found and
accepted for the west end of the line and an iron rod
representing current occupation and deed lines was
found and accepted for the east end of the line.

5. Rektorik eventually acquired all of the 55 acre Tract
2A and in 1949 sold a 100' by 400' parcel out of the
southwest corner (the first parcel carved out of the 55
acre tract) to Lux.  This tract may not have been
surveyed on the ground at the time, and if it were,
likely they would not have surveyed to the southeast
corner of the 55 acre Rektorik tract to ensure that the
southeast corner of the Lux parcel was on the south
line of the parent tract.  Regardless of the
circumstances at that time, skipping forward to the
present, an old 1/2 inch iron rod was found for the
southeast corner of the Lux tract (Point B) and it
appears that all subsequent surveyors and deeds have

relied upon that marker to establish the relevant
boundary lines since possibly 1949.

6. Most of the current deeds for the tracts situated south
of and north of the common line between the Bruning
and Zander tracts apparently relied upon the line
created by Points B and C, when the oldest known
description for that line with recoverable corners
clearly describes the line created by Points A and C.
As noted on the survey, Point B is situated
approximately 5.10 feet south of the Line A-C.  This
creates an overlapping gore of land triangular in shape
which is 5.10 feet wide on the west end at Point B and
comes to a point on the east end at Point C.  Area
A-B-C-A is the area of land claimed by the successors
in title to Bruning, Haas and Schwartz (including the
subject tract) which is situated south of the original
deed Line A-C.  Since Rektorik did not hold record
title to the gore situated south of Line A-C, he could
not have conveyed that land to others.

7. The current deed for the subject tract (1013/113)
includes a portion of this gore and the areas are
labeled hereon as “Area A, 0.0510 Acre” and “Area B,
0.0025 Acre”).  Areas A and B represent that portion
of land claimed by the current deed for the subject
tract which is situated south of the original record
deed Line A-C.

Boundary Notes - East Avenue
8. The section of East Avenue along the west line of the

subject tract was created in 1996 (see 948/360 and
948/363).  In 1995, Rektorik subdivided most of his
land and created three parcels (see 914/197, 914/202
and 914/207).  The Greive tract (914/197) is on the
west side and the SIF, Inc. and Lux tracts (914/202
and 914/207) are on the east side.  Please note that the
Lux tract does not adjoin the Greive tract at all.  The
sixty-foot-wide strip portion of the Lux tract adjoins
the north line of the SIF, Inc. tract and terminates on
the northerly, east line of the same, which would later
become the east line of East Avenue (East Avenue did
not yet exist).  The common line between the SIF, Inc.
and Greive tracts later became the center of East
Avenue.

9. Greive dedicated the easterly thirty feet of his tract
(948/360) and SIF, Inc. dedicated the westerly thirty
feet of its tract (948/363).  In addition to dedicating
the land to the public to be used as a street, the
grantors also conveyed utility easements to the City of
Schulenburg over the same property.  We are unaware
of any dedication by Lux for any portion of the Lux
tract shown hereon.

10. It is not the responsibility of the surveyor to
determine the status of the title underlying public
roads.  However, there are times when it may be
important to know the status of the title because it
may affect how tracts are surveyed and depicted on a
map, and because there may be ramifications relating
to mineral rights.  In certain circumstances, the title to
the land underneath the city street is vested in the
city, and in certain circumstances, title remains in the
original land owner subject to the right of the public
to use the same for transportation purposes.

11. It is perfectly acceptable and common practice for
surveyors to exclude any land within public roads
when conducting land surveys because parties often
are not concerned with the land in the road, because
title companies specifically exclude the land in the
roads from coverage, and because in most cases,
when the deed is silent on the matter and does not
expressly indicate the intent to exclude the land in the
road from the conveyance, title to the area up to the
center of the road (or to the extent of the original
deed line) automatically passes to successors in title
(Strips and Gores Doctrine).

12. Three different scenarios exist with regards to the
streets around the subject tract.  In 1975, the City
acquired the land for East Avenue and the
maintenance yard south of the subject tract (in one
deed, see 481/406).  Tract 1 is the 4.986 acre tract
and Tract 3 is the 1.547 acre tract for East Avenue.
According to City Council Minutes (6/157), the City
agreed to purchase the land and also specifically
agreed “to build, construct and erect College Street
from Highway 77 to the newly acquired property and
also East Avenue”.  The 4.986 acre Tract 1 is
specifically mentioned in the minutes.

13. The City Council Minutes clearly express the intent

to open East Avenue as a public street and do not
express the same intent for H. N. Schwartz Street
along the north line of the 4.986 acre Tract 1.  An
agent for the City searched the minutes and found no
reference to Schwartz Street as a public street and
specifically remembers (confirmed by the City
Engineer) that it was never intended to be used as a
public thoroughfare, but simply to provide access to
and parking for the Sports Complex.  The City clearly
holds record title to the land beneath both streets and
it is obvious that East Avenue was intended to be a
public street.  It appears that Schwartz Street is not a
public street and the City is adamant that the tracts
north of the City property do not have the right to
access it.

14. In the case of East Avenue along the west line of the
subject tract and to the north, it appears that the street
dedications are common law dedications and that the
city holds simply an easement to use the land as a
public street.  The donors also conveyed separate
utility easements over the same area.  Again, it is not
the responsibility of surveyors to determine the status
of the title beneath the street and we are not qualified
to give legal opinions, so consultation with a
qualified title attorney is recommended.  Surveyor
has chosen to include the street in this survey
primarily to put interested parties on notice and
because of the thirty-foot-wide “neck” that exists
between the Lux and Greive tracts at the northwest
corner of the subject tract.

15. SIF, Inc. acquired 19.2353 acres in 1995 (914/202).
Shortly thereafter, they conveyed the easterly 5.2841
acres to Lux (922/615).  The remainder was
conveyed to Gas Compression Realty, LLC in 1997
(1013/113).  The description contained in the 1997
deed excludes East Avenue but does not make any
reference to it.  The deed is silent on the street and
does not specifically express the intent to reserve it
and so it appears that title to the same (presuming it
was not vested in the City by the street dedication)
automatically passed to Gas Compression Realty.  It
does not appear that Lux has a claim to the portion of
the street which adjoins their tract because Lux never
held title to the land beneath the street and the street
did not exist when the Lux tract was originally
created.

Boundary Notes - North Line
16. The common line between the Schwartz and Haas et

al tracts, being the north line of the subject and Lux
tracts, was created by the 1935 partition of the Haas
Estate (6/444).  The said partition, when describing
the common line between the two tracts (55 acres to
the south, 45.5 acres to the north), calls for a rock and
two witness trees at the west end of the line (Point D)
and a stake at the east end of the line (Point F).
Surveyor did not find the rock that was called for, but
the remains of the two witness trees still exist.  The
“stump” of an old fence corner post was in close
proximity (within one foot) of where the original
corner would be if reconstructed from the two
witness trees, and so was accepted as the best
evidence of the original location of the west end of
the common line (Point D).  An iron rod representing
current occupation and deed lines was found and
accepted for the east end of the common line (Point
F).

17. A 3/8 inch iron rod was found 3.84 feet
north-northwest of the old fence corner post stump
(Point E).  Similar to the circumstances along the
south line, it appears that all subsequent surveyors
and deeds have relied upon that 3/8 inch iron rod to
establish the relevant boundary lines.  All of the
current deeds for the tracts situated south of and north
of the common line between the Schwartz and Haas
et all tracts apparently relied upon the line created by
Points E and F, when the original description which
created that line clearly describes the line created by
Points D and F.  This creates an overlapping gore of
land triangular in shape which is approximately 3.84
feet wide on the west end at Points D and E and
comes to a point on the east end at Point F.  Area
D-E-F-D is the area of land claimed by the successors
in title to Bruning, Haas and Schwartz (including the
subject tract) which is situated north of the original
deed Line D-F.  Since Rektorik did not hold record
title to the gore situated north of Line D-F, he could
not have conveyed that land to others.

18. The current deed for the subject tract (1013/113)
would include a portion of this gore, if it had
included the street, and the area is labeled hereon as
“Area C, 0.0021 Acre”.  Area C represents that
portion of land that would be claimed by the current
deed, if it had included the street, which is situated
north of the original record deed Line D-F.

Conclusion
19. Tract 1 (13.26 acres) is all of the land to which Gas

Compression holds record title which is situated
north of Line A-C, is free from potential conflicts and
excludes the street. Tract 2 (0.6227 acre) is all of the
land to which Gas Compression [apparently] holds
record title which underlies East Avenue, and is
situated north of Line A-C, south of Line D-F, and is
free of potential conflicts, and includes only the
street.  Only Tract 1 is described by metes and
bounds (and corners marked) because that is likely all
that would be guaranteed by the title company and
because any title that Gas Compression may hold in
the land beneath the street will automatically pass to
its successors in title if the deed is left silent on the
matter and no intent to retain the street is expressed.

20. Area A (0.0510 acre) is that portion of land claimed
by the current deed (1013/113), excluding the street,
which is situated in the conflict area (gore) south of
Line A-C and north of Line B-C, which Gas
Compression may have a claim to.

21. Area B (0.0025 acre) is that portion of land situated
in the conflict area (gore) within the street, south of
Line A-C and north of Line B-C, which Gas
Compression may have a claim to due to the fact that
any title underlying the street which may have been
held by SIF, Inc. would have automatically passed to
Gas Compression through their deed.

22. Area C (0.0021 acre) is that portion of land situated
in the conflict area (gore) within the street, north of
Line D-F and south of Line E-F, which Gas
Compression may have a claim to due to the fact that
any title underlying the street which may have been
held by SIF, Inc. would have automatically passed to
Gas Compression through their deed.

23. Surveyor is not qualified to offer legal opinions
regarding the title to the land underlying the street.
A determination was made for the purpose of
description on this survey and in order to notify
interested parties of the ramifications of possibly
holding title (and minerals) to the land beneath the
street.  If it should be determined that title to the
street is vested in the City, then Tract 1 still
adequately describes the subject tract and this survey
is still valid.  Consultation with a qualified title
attorney is highly recommended.
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